FORMERLY FLIPSWITCH

Inspire Charter Schools Adds StrongMind Digital Learning
to Offer Students Award-Winning Curriculum
DUARTE, Calif., June 8, 2016 – Inspire Charter Schools, an innovative personalized learning public charter school serving
students in 20 counties throughout California, announced today that it is offering the StrongMind Digital Learning
curriculum to its families starting with the 2016-17 school year.
“Our curricula options are designed for flexibility and choice to inspire students to realize their potential and become
extraordinary and active members of society,” said Nick Nichols, Ed.D., Executive Director of Inspire Charter Schools.
“StrongMind courses are second to none and ideal for the progressive students at Inspire Charter Schools.”
StrongMind Digital Learning is a rigorous and engaging online curriculum developed for grades 6-12 that includes all core
classes and compelling electives. Courses are aligned to Common Core, national and California state standards. The full
core curriculum has been certified by the University of California to meet A-G requirements. StrongMind is home school
focused, giving parents complete visibility into their student’s learning and making communication between parent,
student and teacher easier than ever.
In addition to delivering research-based, pedagogically sound content, StrongMind courses include a vast array of
multimedia, gaming and interactive elements that engages students for greater retention and deeper understanding.
This year StrongMind curriculum received an SIIA CODiE award for the Best Social Sciences Instructional Solution and
five Telly Awards for groundbreaking online education videos.
“Our mission is to inspire a lifelong love of learning in students and help them build the knowledge and skills they need
to succeed in college, career and life,” said Damian Creamer, CEO at FlipSwitch, developer of StrongMind Digital
Learning. “We are proud to partner with Inspire Charter Schools to deliver a forward-thinking and captivating curriculum
to its students.”
About Inspire Charter Schools
Inspire Charter Schools is an up-and-coming personalized learning public charter school that provides a high standard of
education to students through a blended, comprehensive curriculum supported by dynamic teachers. To learn more,
visit www.inspireschools.org.
About StrongMind Digital Learning
StrongMind Digital Learning is an online curriculum developed by FlipSwitch that brings rigor, alignment, learning and
fun into one digital education platform. For more than 15 years, we’ve worked directly with thousands of students and
teachers, collecting their feedback to continuously enhance and evolve our curriculum to help twenty-first century
students develop the knowledge and skills they need to succeed. For more information, visit www.strongmind.com.
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